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Paris is transforming its iconic Champs-Elysées boulevard into an 'extraordinary garden' which will include parks, children's
play areas and new cafes

Paris to turn iconic Champs-Elysées into £223million
'extraordinary garden'

The world-famous Champs-Élysées boulevard in Paris is about to get a huge €250million transformation

(approx £223million).

Stretching 1.2 miles between the Place de la Concorde and Arc de Triomphe, the boulevard has long drawn

in tourists thanks to the countless shops to be found, as well as the Arc de Triomphe itself.

However, the area is also notorious for the heavy traffic and large crowds, with many Parisians avoiding the

area as a result. (A study by the Champs-Élysées committee found that Parisians only made up for 5% of

pedestrian visitors in the area).

Now, the boulevard will be turned into a huge park complete with green spaces, children's play areas,

museums and plenty of those classic cafés spilling out onto the pavements.

The city's mayor Anne Hidalgo has approved the plans for what she told local media will be an

'extraordinary garden'.

Architecture firm PCA-STREAM is working on the project with the Champs-Élysées committee. Plans include

halving the traffic in the area by cutting down traffic lanes and introducing more cycling routes and

pedestrian friendly areas.

Efforts will also include creating dedicated green spaces, seating areas and family-friendly areas with cafés

and playgrounds.

The avenue has been a part of the French capital for over 350 years since Louis XIV commissioned its

creation in the 1600s. In recent years there have been calls from local authorities to give the area an update

due to issues including overtourism and pollution.

While currently the Arc de Triomphe is surrounded by a traffic-heavy roundabout, a junction known as The

Étoile, the new plans will see this area transformed into a public plaza with reduced traffic, and viewing

platforms for tourists who want to snap photos and take in views of the landmark from the ground.

Work is set to begin at the Place de la Concorde with aims for this to be finishing in time for the Paris

Olympic Games in 2024.

The rest of the boulevard won't be transformed in time for the games, but the plan is to then work on

sections of the avenue at a time, prioritising cycling lanes and pedestrians.

You can find out more about the project on pca-stream.com.

The Champs-Élysées in Paris is getting a huge new transformation  (Image: PCA STREAM)
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Paris to turn iconic Champs-Elysées into £223million
'extraordinary garden'

The world-famous Champs-Élysées boulevard in Paris is about to get a huge €250million transformation

(approx £223million).

Stretching 1.2 miles between the Place de la Concorde and Arc de Triomphe, the boulevard has long drawn

in tourists thanks to the countless shops to be found, as well as the Arc de Triomphe itself.

However, the area is also notorious for the heavy traffic and large crowds, with many Parisians avoiding the

area as a result. (A study by the Champs-Élysées committee found that Parisians only made up for 5% of

pedestrian visitors in the area).

Now, the boulevard will be turned into a huge park complete with green spaces, children's play areas,

museums and plenty of those classic cafés spilling out onto the pavements.

The city's mayor Anne Hidalgo has approved the plans for what she told local media will be an

'extraordinary garden'.

Architecture firm PCA-STREAM is working on the project with the Champs-Élysées committee. Plans include

halving the traffic in the area by cutting down traffic lanes and introducing more cycling routes and

pedestrian friendly areas.

Efforts will also include creating dedicated green spaces, seating areas and family-friendly areas with cafés

and playgrounds.

The avenue has been a part of the French capital for over 350 years since Louis XIV commissioned its

creation in the 1600s. In recent years there have been calls from local authorities to give the area an update

due to issues including overtourism and pollution.

While currently the Arc de Triomphe is surrounded by a traffic-heavy roundabout, a junction known as The

Étoile, the new plans will see this area transformed into a public plaza with reduced traffic, and viewing

platforms for tourists who want to snap photos and take in views of the landmark from the ground.

Work is set to begin at the Place de la Concorde with aims for this to be finishing in time for the Paris

Olympic Games in 2024.

The rest of the boulevard won't be transformed in time for the games, but the plan is to then work on

sections of the avenue at a time, prioritising cycling lanes and pedestrians.

You can find out more about the project on pca-stream.com.

The Champs-Élysées in Paris is getting a huge new transformation  (Image: PCA STREAM)
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Paris to turn iconic Champs-Elysées into £223million
'extraordinary garden'

The world-famous Champs-Élysées boulevard in Paris is about to get a huge €250million transformation

(approx £223million).

Stretching 1.2 miles between the Place de la Concorde and Arc de Triomphe, the boulevard has long drawn

in tourists thanks to the countless shops to be found, as well as the Arc de Triomphe itself.

However, the area is also notorious for the heavy traffic and large crowds, with many Parisians avoiding the

area as a result. (A study by the Champs-Élysées committee found that Parisians only made up for 5% of

pedestrian visitors in the area).

Now, the boulevard will be turned into a huge park complete with green spaces, children's play areas,

museums and plenty of those classic cafés spilling out onto the pavements.

The city's mayor Anne Hidalgo has approved the plans for what she told local media will be an

'extraordinary garden'.

Architecture firm PCA-STREAM is working on the project with the Champs-Élysées committee. Plans include

halving the traffic in the area by cutting down traffic lanes and introducing more cycling routes and

pedestrian friendly areas.

Efforts will also include creating dedicated green spaces, seating areas and family-friendly areas with cafés

and playgrounds.

The avenue has been a part of the French capital for over 350 years since Louis XIV commissioned its

creation in the 1600s. In recent years there have been calls from local authorities to give the area an update

due to issues including overtourism and pollution.

While currently the Arc de Triomphe is surrounded by a traffic-heavy roundabout, a junction known as The

Étoile, the new plans will see this area transformed into a public plaza with reduced traffic, and viewing

platforms for tourists who want to snap photos and take in views of the landmark from the ground.

Work is set to begin at the Place de la Concorde with aims for this to be finishing in time for the Paris

Olympic Games in 2024.

The rest of the boulevard won't be transformed in time for the games, but the plan is to then work on

sections of the avenue at a time, prioritising cycling lanes and pedestrians.

You can find out more about the project on pca-stream.com.

The Champs-Élysées in Paris is getting a huge new transformation  (Image: PCA STREAM)
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Paris to turn iconic Champs-Elysées into £223million
'extraordinary garden'

The world-famous Champs-Élysées boulevard in Paris is about to get a huge €250million transformation

(approx £223million).

Stretching 1.2 miles between the Place de la Concorde and Arc de Triomphe, the boulevard has long drawn

in tourists thanks to the countless shops to be found, as well as the Arc de Triomphe itself.

However, the area is also notorious for the heavy traffic and large crowds, with many Parisians avoiding the

area as a result. (A study by the Champs-Élysées committee found that Parisians only made up for 5% of

pedestrian visitors in the area).

Now, the boulevard will be turned into a huge park complete with green spaces, children's play areas,

museums and plenty of those classic cafés spilling out onto the pavements.

The city's mayor Anne Hidalgo has approved the plans for what she told local media will be an

'extraordinary garden'.

Architecture firm PCA-STREAM is working on the project with the Champs-Élysées committee. Plans include

halving the traffic in the area by cutting down traffic lanes and introducing more cycling routes and

pedestrian friendly areas.

Efforts will also include creating dedicated green spaces, seating areas and family-friendly areas with cafés

and playgrounds.

The avenue has been a part of the French capital for over 350 years since Louis XIV commissioned its

creation in the 1600s. In recent years there have been calls from local authorities to give the area an update

due to issues including overtourism and pollution.

While currently the Arc de Triomphe is surrounded by a traffic-heavy roundabout, a junction known as The

Étoile, the new plans will see this area transformed into a public plaza with reduced traffic, and viewing

platforms for tourists who want to snap photos and take in views of the landmark from the ground.

Work is set to begin at the Place de la Concorde with aims for this to be finishing in time for the Paris

Olympic Games in 2024.

The rest of the boulevard won't be transformed in time for the games, but the plan is to then work on

sections of the avenue at a time, prioritising cycling lanes and pedestrians.

You can find out more about the project on pca-stream.com.
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Paris is transforming its iconic Champs-Elysées boulevard into an 'extraordinary garden' which will include parks, children's
play areas and new cafes

Paris to turn iconic Champs-Elysées into £223million
'extraordinary garden'

The world-famous Champs-Élysées boulevard in Paris is about to get a huge €250million transformation

(approx £223million).

Stretching 1.2 miles between the Place de la Concorde and Arc de Triomphe, the boulevard has long drawn

in tourists thanks to the countless shops to be found, as well as the Arc de Triomphe itself.

However, the area is also notorious for the heavy traffic and large crowds, with many Parisians avoiding the

area as a result. (A study by the Champs-Élysées committee found that Parisians only made up for 5% of

pedestrian visitors in the area).

Now, the boulevard will be turned into a huge park complete with green spaces, children's play areas,

museums and plenty of those classic cafés spilling out onto the pavements.

The city's mayor Anne Hidalgo has approved the plans for what she told local media will be an

'extraordinary garden'.

Architecture firm PCA-STREAM is working on the project with the Champs-Élysées committee. Plans include

halving the traffic in the area by cutting down traffic lanes and introducing more cycling routes and

pedestrian friendly areas.

Efforts will also include creating dedicated green spaces, seating areas and family-friendly areas with cafés

and playgrounds.

The avenue has been a part of the French capital for over 350 years since Louis XIV commissioned its

creation in the 1600s. In recent years there have been calls from local authorities to give the area an update

due to issues including overtourism and pollution.

While currently the Arc de Triomphe is surrounded by a traffic-heavy roundabout, a junction known as The

Étoile, the new plans will see this area transformed into a public plaza with reduced traffic, and viewing

platforms for tourists who want to snap photos and take in views of the landmark from the ground.

Work is set to begin at the Place de la Concorde with aims for this to be finishing in time for the Paris

Olympic Games in 2024.

The rest of the boulevard won't be transformed in time for the games, but the plan is to then work on

sections of the avenue at a time, prioritising cycling lanes and pedestrians.

You can find out more about the project on pca-stream.com.

The Champs-Élysées in Paris is getting a huge new transformation  (Image: PCA STREAM)
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Paris is transforming its iconic Champs-Elysées boulevard into an 'extraordinary garden' which will include parks, children's
play areas and new cafes

Paris to turn iconic Champs-Elysées into £223million
'extraordinary garden'

The world-famous Champs-Élysées boulevard in Paris is about to get a huge €250million transformation

(approx £223million).

Stretching 1.2 miles between the Place de la Concorde and Arc de Triomphe, the boulevard has long drawn

in tourists thanks to the countless shops to be found, as well as the Arc de Triomphe itself.

However, the area is also notorious for the heavy traffic and large crowds, with many Parisians avoiding the

area as a result. (A study by the Champs-Élysées committee found that Parisians only made up for 5% of

pedestrian visitors in the area).

Now, the boulevard will be turned into a huge park complete with green spaces, children's play areas,

museums and plenty of those classic cafés spilling out onto the pavements.

The city's mayor Anne Hidalgo has approved the plans for what she told local media will be an

'extraordinary garden'.

Architecture firm PCA-STREAM is working on the project with the Champs-Élysées committee. Plans include

halving the traffic in the area by cutting down traffic lanes and introducing more cycling routes and

pedestrian friendly areas.

Efforts will also include creating dedicated green spaces, seating areas and family-friendly areas with cafés

and playgrounds.

The avenue has been a part of the French capital for over 350 years since Louis XIV commissioned its

creation in the 1600s. In recent years there have been calls from local authorities to give the area an update

due to issues including overtourism and pollution.

While currently the Arc de Triomphe is surrounded by a traffic-heavy roundabout, a junction known as The

Étoile, the new plans will see this area transformed into a public plaza with reduced traffic, and viewing

platforms for tourists who want to snap photos and take in views of the landmark from the ground.

Work is set to begin at the Place de la Concorde with aims for this to be finishing in time for the Paris

Olympic Games in 2024.

The rest of the boulevard won't be transformed in time for the games, but the plan is to then work on

sections of the avenue at a time, prioritising cycling lanes and pedestrians.

You can find out more about the project on pca-stream.com.

The Champs-Élysées in Paris is getting a huge new transformation  (Image: PCA STREAM)
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Paris is transforming its iconic Champs-Elysées boulevard into an 'extraordinary garden' which will include parks, children's
play areas and new cafes

Paris to turn iconic Champs-Elysées into £223million
'extraordinary garden'

The world-famous Champs-Élysées boulevard in Paris is about to get a huge €250million transformation

(approx £223million).

Stretching 1.2 miles between the Place de la Concorde and Arc de Triomphe, the boulevard has long drawn

in tourists thanks to the countless shops to be found, as well as the Arc de Triomphe itself.

However, the area is also notorious for the heavy traffic and large crowds, with many Parisians avoiding the

area as a result. (A study by the Champs-Élysées committee found that Parisians only made up for 5% of

pedestrian visitors in the area).

Now, the boulevard will be turned into a huge park complete with green spaces, children's play areas,

museums and plenty of those classic cafés spilling out onto the pavements.

The city's mayor Anne Hidalgo has approved the plans for what she told local media will be an

'extraordinary garden'.

Architecture firm PCA-STREAM is working on the project with the Champs-Élysées committee. Plans include

halving the traffic in the area by cutting down traffic lanes and introducing more cycling routes and

pedestrian friendly areas.

Efforts will also include creating dedicated green spaces, seating areas and family-friendly areas with cafés

and playgrounds.

The avenue has been a part of the French capital for over 350 years since Louis XIV commissioned its

creation in the 1600s. In recent years there have been calls from local authorities to give the area an update

due to issues including overtourism and pollution.

While currently the Arc de Triomphe is surrounded by a traffic-heavy roundabout, a junction known as The

Étoile, the new plans will see this area transformed into a public plaza with reduced traffic, and viewing

platforms for tourists who want to snap photos and take in views of the landmark from the ground.

Work is set to begin at the Place de la Concorde with aims for this to be finishing in time for the Paris

Olympic Games in 2024.

The rest of the boulevard won't be transformed in time for the games, but the plan is to then work on

sections of the avenue at a time, prioritising cycling lanes and pedestrians.

You can find out more about the project on pca-stream.com.
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Paris - complete with a fake Eiffel Tower
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the colour it was originally painted in
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A rendering of the view of the Champs Élysées from the Arc de Triomphe (Image: PCA STREAM)
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World's most powerful passports for 2021 released and the UK has moved up a place
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Traffic will be reduced and there will be more space for cyclists and pedestrians (Image: PCA STREAM)
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The Arc de Triomphe will get a new plaza (Image: PCA STREAM)
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Cruise company Carnival
has more advance
bookings for 2022 than it
did in 2019

UK boasts the
world's shortest
street measuring
just 6ft 9in with one
address

Amsterdam could
ban tourists from its
cannabis shops from
next year

UK launches GHIC
healthcare card for
travel - but 4
countries not on list

First look at £3.5bn
'UK Disneyland'
theme park - with
castle, rides and
themed lands
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Scotland boasts the
world's shortest
street measuring
6ft 9in with one
address

Tourists could be
banned from
Amsterdam's
cannabis shops
from next year

UK's new
healthcare travel
card launches but
it covers fewer
countries than
EHIC

First look at 'UK
Disneyland' theme
park - including
rollercoasters and
castle

Woman praised for
2p cleaning hack
that makes stained
baking trays 'good
as new'

Omaze

On 9th April 2021, you could become
the owner of this fully furnished luxury
London townhouse.

Hero Wars

Beaucoup ont échoué avant. Voulez-
vous terminer l'essai?

CUPRA

Nouvelle CUPRA Leon e-HYBRID

Forge Of Empires - Jeu en ligne gratuit

14 215 876 y jouent ! Le nouveau jeu de
construction qui rend tout le monde
accro. Pas d'installation
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Coronation Street
fans baffled as
writers 'forget'
Asha and Aadi's age

Solskjaer has last
laugh after
controversial
Donny van de Beek
decision

Mesut Ozil's £7m
Arsenal proposal
says a lot about
what he thinks of
contract

Kara Tointon gives
birth to 'incredibly
cool' baby boy as
she shares first
snap
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Woman, 35,
pregnant with
stepson's baby
admits getting
plastic surgery for
him

Keane eventually
proved right in
heated Sky Sports
argument with
Carragher

Heather Mills 'set
to marry toyboy
boyfriend' after
Paul McCartney
divorce

Arteta learns
amount he can
spend as Arsenal's
January transfer
budget 'emerges'
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TOP STORIES

As Donald Trump becomes the

first EVER US President to be

impeached for a second time -

what does it mean and can he be

removed from office early

DONALD TRUMP

Rylan reveals why he quit This

Morning and shares heartbreak

over Eamonn and Ruth

RYLAN CLARK

Covid falling in most places but

new city now 'worse than London'

- check rate in your area

CORONAVIRUS

Martin Lewis issues Tesco

Clubcard warning with just days

left before changes kick in

TESCO

Jess Impiazzi - 'I tried taking my

life after rugby star husband

cheated on me'

JESS IMPIAZZI

Woman, 35, pregnant with

stepson's baby admits getting

plastic surgery for him

PREGNANCY

New Covid travel rules delayed by

3 days despite fears over Brazil

variant

CORONAVIRUS

One-shot Covid vaccine 'is safe

and effective and could be

available in weeks'

CORONAVIRUS VACCINE

Coronavirus immunity 'could last

just five months and people can

still pass it on'

CORONAVIRUS

GMB's Dr Hilary says surviving

Covid gives you same level of

protection as the vaccine

GOOD MORNING BRITAIN

Fears as recovered Covid patients

moved to care homes - without a

negative test

CORONAVIRUS

Womb raider victim’s daughter

‘has closure’ after killer Lisa

Montgomery's execution

DEATH ROW
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OMAZE | SPONSORED

On 9th April 2021, you could become the owner of this fully furnished luxury London
townhouse.
This stunning house worth three million pounds to a guaranteed winner. There’s no mortgage, no stamp duty or 
conveyancing to pay and… we're throwing in £10,000 cash to help you settle in.

HERO WARS | SPONSORED

Getting this Treasure is impossible! Prove…
us wrong FORGE OF EMPIRES | SPONSORED

Si tu aimes jouer, ce jeu de construction d…
ville est pour toi. Pas d'installation

HEMA simpli+e votre quotidien

HEMA Rambuteau

Découvrez les produits HEMA en visitant
l'un de nos magasins
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